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A carbon footprint is the total greenhouse gas emissions caused
by an individual, event, organization, service, or product,
expressed as carbon dioxide equivalent.
Emilcotoni has been working for some time to gain sustainability
standards that are just as high as the quality of its yarns.

STeP By OEKO-TEX®

STeP By OEKO-TEX ® is a modular certification system for production facilities in the textile and leather
industry. The goal of STep is to implement environmentally friendly production process in the long term,
to improve health and safety and to promote socially responsible working conditions at production sites.

Standard 100 by OEKO-TEX®

The STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® certification is the worldwide best-known voluntary
“ecological-label” for textile products and accessories. The label guarantees that textile products and
their accessories do not release harmful substances to human health and are therefore safe products
from the human-ecological point of view.

BCI TM

The Better Cotton Initiative, a global no-profit organization, is the largest cotton sustainability program
in the world. BCI exists to make global cotton production better for the people who produce it, better
for the environment it grows in, and better for the sector’s future.

GOTS by lCEA
Organic
Certified by ICEA
GOTS 2014-017

The Global Organic Textile Standard is recognised as the most important standard for sustainable
production, from the harvesting up to labelling, of garments and textile products made of natural fibres
from organic farming such as organic cotton or organic wool.

GRS by ICEA
Made with 60% recycled cotton
Certified by ICEA GRS 2019-072

The Global Recycled Standard is a holistic certification for products with recycled content.
The desired effect of the GRS is to provide brands with a tool for more accurate labeling, to encourage
innovation in the use of reclaimed materials, to establish more transparency in the supply chain, and to
provide better information to consumers.

SCAN THE QR CODE TO DISCOVER
ALL ABOUT OUR CERTIFICATIONS

Interseason

INTERSEASON

3

Nm 2/185.000
85% Top Blended cotton
15% cashmere

3

3

Nm 2/60.000
Nm 3/60.000
85% Top Blended cotton
15% cashmere

Nm 2/60.000
Nm 3/60.000
85% Top Blended cotton
15% cashmere

21

Nm 2/50.000
Nm 3/50.000
90% ELS cotton
10% cashmere

23

8

Nm 2/50.000
Nm 3/50.000
60% ELS cotton
40% “19,50 micron extrafine
merino wool”
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Interseason

INTERSEASON

2

Nm 2/80.000
Nm 3/80.000
Nm 4/80.000
75% ELS cotton
20% silk
5% cashmere

Macbeth
Nm 18.000
65% LS cotton
35% micromodal viscose

37

37

Nm 6.000
82% ELS cotton
18% PBT (polyester)

Nm 12.000
75% ELS cotton
25% PTT (polyester)

